
moontek

Web Development for Lawyer

Consulting & Marketing Platform

PROJECT DETAILS

A Web Development

B Oct. - Dec. 2021

C $10,000 to $49,999

D
"They're an excellent team that gets the

job done quickly and painlessly."

PROJECT SUMMARY

moontek is developing a website for a lawyer

consulting and marketing platform. The client

hired them for their high-quality

communication and implementation

strategies.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

moontek has created an MVP in a

quick and easy manner. They

have an excellent team that gets

the job done painlessly. They've

made a great product overall that

they've ended up with a pleasing

result.
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The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

I'm the owner of a consulting and marketing company for

lawyers.

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
moontek, and what were your goals?

I hired Moontek to develop a website for our newest project for

lawyers

E President, Lawyer
Consulting &
Marketing Platform

G Legal

H 1-10 Employees

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor and what were the
deciding factors?

Was referred by Moontek from a friend. I was super impressed by

the high quality of communication from the get-go. Very responsive

and great implementation.

Describe the scope of work in detail, including the
project steps, key deliverables, and technologies
used.

We had an initial meeting so Ali can better understand my long-

term vision. Ali was able to provide lots of valuable insight about

how to test our offer after our website was developed. The long-

term results will speak for itself.

How many people from the vendor's team worked
with you, and what were their positions?

I worked with Ali who was my point of communication from the get-

go.

The Outcome

Can you share any measurable outcomes of the
project or general feedback about the deliverables?

Easy and quick way to create an MVP of our offer to test our offer

to our target market. Website development is done and we're

currently in the MVP stage.

Describe their project management style, including
communication tools and timeliness.

Great email and text communication from the get-go and

throughout the journey.
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What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

They're an excellent team that gets the job done quickly and

painlessly. Great work product overall!

Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?

No, very happy with the result.

ali@moontek.io

8188762450

www.moontek.io/clutch
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